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Informal place-based learning in environmental sustainability education: Seeing anew the 

Cloister oak tree at New College through Heidegger & Wittgenstein’s philosophies  

 

Jeff Stickney, University of Toronto 

 
It was not for trivial reasons, for really there can have been no reason, that prompted certain races 

of mankind to venerate the oak tree, but only the fact that they and the oak were united in a community of 

life, and thus that they arose together not by choice, but rather like the flea and the dog.  (If fleas developed 

a rite, it would be based on the dog.)   

 

One could say that it is was [sic] not their union (the oak and the man) that has given rise to these 

rights, but in a certain sense their separation.   

For the awakening of the intellect occurs with a separation from the original soil, the original basis 

for life.  (The origin of choice.)  

(The form of the awakening spirit is veneration.) 

(Wittgenstein, RFGB in PO, p.139) 

 

 

1. Introducing the problem-space 

In “Normalizing Catastrophe: Sustainability and Scientism” (2013) Michael Bonnett 

lamented that it is common to hear that we are ‘sleepwalking into catastrophe’, failing for 

instance to accept responsibility for halting anthropogenic causes of climate change or 

devastating impacts on forests and wildlife.  The occasion for Bonnett’s paper was a conference 

at University of Bath (2012), where academics met because: “Making an adequate response to 

our deteriorating environmental situation is a matter of ever-increasing urgency.” Significantly, 

many members of our philosophical community are contributing to the growing literature on 

environmental sustainability education (ESE), increasingly in use around the world within pre-

service teacher education, as well as problematizing the very (oxymoronic) notion of ‘sustainable 

development’ (Bonnett 1999,2002a; Stables 2013).  Paying tribute to Bonnett’s work on 

environmental awareness (1990s-present), this larger conversation serves as backdrop and dire 

warning, urging philosophical thought about the potential for informal modes of place-based and 

aesthetic education.  Haunting this inquiry are questions of efficacy within diminishing time-

frames for action.
1
  Too easy, however, to disparage this academic conversation as “guilt-

induced human exertion to undo its own environmental damage,” as Christy Wampole (2014) 

interprets George Steiner’s (1987, 136) caustic remark: “Today, penitential ecology and attempts 

at reparation, probably futile, are a mounting element in social sensibility and the politics of 

disgust.” How sad if we could do nothing but proclaim our thrownness towards doom, unique 

among animals in carrying on ritual festivities at our own wake.   

  Of concern to philosophers of education, Bonnett – drawing on Heidegger -- alerts us to 

another kind of slumber thwarting those who would hopefully address environmental problems: 

being closed off from an authentic and ecstatic encounter with nature, due to immersion within 

“a discursive scientism that too frequently has become the default mode of thinking when it 

comes to addressing environmental (and many other) issues” (2013:188).   Disentangling the two 

parts of the couplet allows us to focus on the latter, philosophical basis for these pedagogical 

                                                 
1
  https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warming-must-not-exceed-15c-warns-landmark-

un-report 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warming-must-not-exceed-15c-warns-landmark-un-report
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warming-must-not-exceed-15c-warns-landmark-un-report
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approaches: without losing sight of looming environmental and humanitarian crises or worrying 

presently whether it is already too late to avert disaster.  I qualifiedly endorse Bonnett’s lead into 

aesthetic forms of place-based education with a suppressed premise (enthymeme) that: although 

it is nearly impossible to articulate what we mean by ‘awakening to nature’ it is never too late (in 

the twilight of one’s life or that of a civilization); its benefits  -- call it ‘dwelling poetically’ -- are 

always uncertain or unpredictable as our ‘saving grace’ but sometimes seemingly out of nowhere 

help comes to those who are deserving; and, a declining global civilization will need forms of 

palliative care for however long our species may last in the late Anthropocene, including the 

cultivation of aesthetic sensibilities. Optimistically, even if science and technology, stemming 

from the same instrumental thinking Bonnett is critiquing, solved our problems around resource 

scarcity and life support (or relocate us to Mars), we would presumably still want to pursue -- as 

a kind of philosophical seeing that is a good-in-itself -- the openness to the unfamiliar and 

aesthetic sensitivity to place he advocates.   

Limiting discussion to Bonnett’s proposal to engage in ‘embodied transcendence’ 
through place-based education, I want to explore what this might mean in practice by doing a 

walk, suggesting that there is another form of somnambulant occlusion that occurs when we talk 

about rather than do place-based education.  Treading pathways to the Chapel, discussing 

landscape architecture in the Garden Quadrangle Mound and Cloister (see Bell, 1994; Fox, n.d.), 

we play with Neil Evernden’s (1993) Heidegger-inspired re-description of trees
2
, seeking to 

appropriate the Cloister holm-oak as it is present to us, appearing (web-ready) in prose, poetry, 

and film.  

 

 

 
Oak, holm (Quercus ilex), evergreen ‘holly oak’, Mediterranean non-native (19

th
 c.).  Known as “Harry Potter tree.”  

 

                                                 
2
 A tree, we might say, is not so much a thing as a rhythm of exchange, or perhaps a centre of organizational forces.  

Transpiration induces the upward flow of water and dissolved materials, facilitating an inflow from the soil.  If we 

were aware of this rather than the appearance of a tree-form, we might regard the tree as a centre of a force-field to 

which water is drawn…. The object to which we attach significance is the configuration of the forces necessary to 
being a tree.  …  It is not necessarily the case the whatever exists must be sharply bounded; in fact, rigid attention to 

boundaries can obscure the act of being itself.”  (Evernden 1993, 40-41) 
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BT1.5.3, plate 19 of New College, David Loggan’s Oxonia Illustrata, 1675 
https://www.new.ox.ac.uk/node/1391 

 

 

  

New College mound and garden from a print of 1732 by William Williams.   

 

 

 

 

https://www.new.ox.ac.uk/node/1391
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Chair-stayed in lecture-room comfort, we might reverently explicate or blast finer aspects of 

Heidegger’s obtuse philosophy, Powerpointing into being digital tree-forms 

(https://www.new.ox.ac.uk/node/1616). Too easy, though, to romanticise the event, becoming 

enraptured in the charming terminology
3
 (viz., genius loci, ‘spirit of place’) – the allure of 

ecstatic deliverance, amidst the darkness and graves of the surrounding Cloister – 14
th

 c. replica 

of a monastic abbey, hiding its original inauthenticity under the patina of antiquity, serving today 

as meditative siege-machine/English Zen-garden for both authentic repose and cinematic 

giddiness.  

 

   

                                                 
3
 Wittgenstein (RFGB 133): “…much too little is made of the fact that we count the words ‘soul’ and ‘spirit’ as part 

of our educated vocabulary.” 

https://www.new.ox.ac.uk/node/1616
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Wittgenstein admonishes us to attend to what people actually say on the rough ground (PI 

§§107-9), aptly describing instead of theorizing: “Don’t imagine a description which you have 

never heard, …an imaginary description of which you really have no idea” (CV, p.35e). After 

Wittgenstein, we survey the repertoire of language-games actually played while conducting 

place-based education.   

 

The concept of the perspicuous representation is of fundamental importance for us. It 

denotes the form of our representation, the way we see things…. 
The perspicuous representation brings about the understanding which consists 

precisely in the fact that we “see the connections”.  

Hence the importance of finding connecting links.  (RFGB p.133; cf. §PI 122) 

 

Drawing on Stephen Mulhall’s (1990, 2001, 2005) work with Heidegger and Wittgenstein and 

using a local case, discussion revolves around different ways we can see the evergreen holm-oak 

in the New College Chapel Cloister as a ‘tree’ and regard it, present to us in its unnatural setting, 

with forms of respect or disregard through the grammatical as-structure of our language.  What it 

means to be ‘ready-to-hand’(vorhandenheit), in everyday modes of perception where we 

‘handily’ grasp the familiar/handsome form (see Cavell 1990), is contrasted with being ‘present-

to-hand’(zuhandenheit) through scientific-botanical discourses, as well as a technological mode 

of seeing not anticipated by Heidegger which I playfully call being ‘webbed-to-hand’ 
(brouser/netzhandenheit) through rhizomatic

4
 connections to the internet: viz., the instant recall 

of cinematic scenes, I-phone accessed -- eternally presencing on Youtube, circulating 

ephemerally in memes. Like so many visitors, my children experienced Quercus ilex as “Harry 

Potter tree,” recalling scenes from “The Goblet of Fire.” Walking there at midnight, we heard 

someone in the darkness whistling the theme song. Is that a natural reaction?  

                                                 
4
 On countering arboreal metaphors with rhizomes, see Deleuze and Guattari (1987); Tillmanns, et al (2014). 
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The question for environmental educators is whether we can change these deeply 

ingrained ways of seeing and regarding, and if so: how fast or by what means, or with what 

certainty as to the direction of this reorientation?  Adding Wittgenstein to the conversation, I 

want to show that simply telling students to see differently is likely to have little effect.   

A philosopher says “Look at things like this!” – but in the first place doesn’t ensure that 

people will look at things like that, and in the second place his admonitions may come 

altogether too late; it’s possible, moreover, that such an admonition can achieve nothing 

in any case and that the impetus for such a change in the way things are perceived has to 

originate somewhere else entirely. ...I ought never to hope for more than indirect 

influence.  (CV, pp.61–62)  

Advocacy for a new way of looking at nature, something akin to a paradigm shift (or difficult 

conversion to Heidegger), is intellectually stimulating but unhelpful unless it can be embedded in 

daily practices, becoming second-nature ways of reacting spontaneously within a culture or form 

of life.  Instead of directing criticism toward Bonnett, the purpose here is to flesh out more fully 

what being ‘embodied’ in our response to places entails: something Bonnett emphasizes 

throughout his work.  

Finally, it hardly needs saying, in an educational context, aspirations to promote 

sustainability as a frame of mind which retrieves that receptive/responsive relationship 

with things which it has been held is constitutive of authentic human consciousness, must 

necessarily be located in a practical way of life that does not so insulate us from the 

power and gift of nature that we lose the sense of our intimate connection with it. This 

has clear implications for aspects of education which fall outside the formal taught 

curriculum, such as the attitudes and values expressed in the ethos and practices of the 

school and the status it accords to different activities and relationships and versions of 

success in life. (Bonnett 2002a, 275) 

Over-ambitiously, my aim is to show that Wittgenstein -- extending Heidegger’s spatialization 

of language -- lends support for both the linguistic basis of seeing-as and for the connection to 

aesthetic education Bonnett suggested.  Teaching aesthetic appreciation is something we 

invariably have trouble articulating, and yet most would endorse both as a response to 

environmental degradation and as a good way of enhancing the meaningfulness, flourishing and 

‘worldliness’ of human lives.   

 

2. Bonnett on reawakening to nature: emplaced, embodied transcendence 

Illustrating the consequences of existential separation from places, Bonnett characterizes 

our conventional mindset as: 

an absorption in a thinking whose presumption of mastery insulates us from the world 

and buries us in a particular form of untruth: oblivion to the manifoldness of what is 

present. Clearly, such an impoverished perception of the environment has severe 

consequences for our understanding of and engagement with environmental issues, not 
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least because it conditions us to be insensitive to – indeed, dismissive of – the experience 

of normative aspects of the natural world. (2013, 194) 

 

At the end of the paper Bonnett goes beyond surveying problems associated with instrumental 

thinking, such as ‘enframing’ nature as ‘standing-resource’ (Heidegger 1977a; Bonnet 2002b), 

pointing usefully toward ways we might overcome the subject-object duality inherited from 

Descartes: “It is argued that the dominance of scientism can be exposed and disrupted by 

attending to understandings of nature that are intimate, embodied and emplaced, and that these 

need to be heeded in public debate of environmental issues.”   The aim is to generate a 

‘reawakening of environmental awareness’ through ‘emplaced transcendence,’ a concept he 

employed previously (Bonnett 2012), arguing that it: 

 

needs to be reflected in the culture and the curriculum of the school if we are to have 

environmental education worthy of the name. In addition to intimate personal experience 

of the natural world, this reasserts the significance of poetry and the arts in environmental 

education. 

 

‘Emplaced transcendence’ may sound oxymoronic but refers to ecstatic grounding, standing-out 

while residing attentively, such as one might experience in world-revealing encounters with birth 

or death, or the shock and awe of seeing environmental devastation (e.g., Edward Burtynsky’s 

photo-documentaries: “Manufactured Landscapes”, “Anthropocene”5
):  

 

 A key feature of such experiences is that they are emplaced and immediate rather than 

abstract and discursive, and that they are bodily as much as cerebral …. Such normativity 

arises in the encounter rather than as the result of ratiocination, and allowing such 

experiences to stand as such …opens us up to a world where transcendent powers are in 

play whose significance far outruns any scientific explanation. (2013:194) 

 

Bonnett’s (2012) aspiration in the earlier paper was to conduct “a radical re-evaluation of many 

taken for granted assumptions of late modern ways of life—particularly those that structure how 

we relate to the natural world.”   Working to reformulate moral education, the earlier focus on 

place and acknowledgement of intrinsic value in nature was informative of the later conference-

paper, addressing the normalization of environmental catastrophe.  Bonnett (2012) summarizes 

his earlier project as follows:  

  
examining the significance of ideas of our place in nature that focus not on our location in 

some grand abstract system, but on our felt sense of place in the course of our daily 

existence. It will be argued that exploration of the anticipatory and ecstatic nature of such 

concrete emplacement reveals an underlying normative character to our encounters with 

nature, now experienced as an autonomous and essentially mysterious non-human other 

that both sustains and is sustained by places—places in which find ourselves and live out 

our lives. It is argued that this view foregrounds a notion of transcendence that leads to 

both a questioning of the anthropocentrism (i.e. its metaphysical basis) that informs many 

                                                 
5
 https://ago.ca/events/anthropocene-edward-burtynsky-jennifer-baichwal-nick-de-pencier 

 

https://ago.ca/events/anthropocene-edward-burtynsky-jennifer-baichwal-nick-de-pencier
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Western moral views and an character of moral sensibility and of moral education can no 

longer be regarded as adequate. 

 

3. Trees in Heidegger’s spatialization of language  

Let me briefly refresh Heidegger’s metaphorical spatialization of language.  In order to 

‘appropriate’ a tree in a caring way, to bring it to light as Heidegger says (lichtung, see Taylor 

1995a), we have to become the ‘clearing’ (illuminated forest-floor) where it can appear or 

‘shine-forth’ (Gk., apophainesthai) as a ‘phenomenon’. We cannot see the tree immediately as it 

is in-itself, and are more likely to see it at first instrumentally as a resource -- standing ready for 

human use as climber, firewood, lumber or paper.  Husserl’s call “to the things themselves” goes 

too far in trying to overcome the Kantian divide between the observable phenomenon we grasp 

through our human perceptual and conceptual apparatus and the noumenal thing-in-itself.  We 

only have linguistically mediated perception, as we reside within language, the House of Being. 

In Hölzwege (‘Forest-paths’, 1950:28), Heidegger explains that as we go through the forest we 

already go through the word ‘forest’, even though we don’t pronounce the word or think from a 

linguistic viewpoint.
6
  Sartre’s character Roquentin (Nausea), feeling himself drawn into earth by 

a chestnut tree’s monstrous roots, momentarily loses familiar grasp on things like park-benches 

as he ecstatically approaches the nothingness beyond linguistic-existence.  Without abandoning 

language, we can nevertheless soften our frame of reference by releasing to some extent the 

presuppositions or conceptual schema, categories and criteria we ordinarily project onto the 

object we perceive as ‘tree’.  In this way we creatively bring-forth the tree as an act of poiesis, 

naming the thing and thus characterizing its being (see Standish 2002; Heidegger 1997b, 12).  

Hölderlin’s phrase, “But where danger is, grows/The saving power also…/…poetically man 

dwells upon this earth,” carries for Heidegger (1977a, 316; 1977c, 211) the sense in which we 

care for and spare beings as shepherds tending to our language.  As Cavell (2005, 217, citing 

Heidegger 1995, 60) notes, this is a central theme in Heidegger's metaphysical thinking: letting 

things be what they are, and thus "letting whatever is sleeping become wakeful."   

 

 Illustratively, Heidegger retells a story relayed by Aristotle (De parte animalium 

(I,5,645a17).  Students visiting Heraclitus in his little hovel on the outskirts of Ephesus find him 

seated beside a common hearth.  Heraclitus replied to their astonished gaze: "Here, too, the gods 

are present" (Heidegger 1977d, 233).  The meaning is coupled with Heraclitus’s aphorism: 

'nature loves to hide' (phusis kryptesthai philei).  Heidegger (1977d, 234) interprets the reply, 

'Even here, in the familiar realm of the commonplace, the gods are present,' through another 

Heraclitus aphorism:    . Heidegger (1977d, 234) rereads ethos anthropon 

daimon, as "The (familiar) abode is for man the open region for the presencing of god (the 

unfamiliar one)."  Ethos as a 'guiding-destiny' is appropriated from ancient Greek as ‘home 

range’ or ‘abode’ (see Heidegger and Fink, 1970, 238) to serve Heidegger’s ontology of 

language as the ground of being: “This phrase places the abode (ethos) of the thinker and his 

deed in another light. ...what it reports derives from and characterizes the atmosphere 

surrounding this thinker.” Conventional interpretation (renders “character is destiny”:  "The 

                                                 
6
 Under the cloister, we may be ‘inside’ the tree’s circulatory system: its roots extending under the limestone 

flooring.  Seeing the tree as a ‘tree’, we already dwell beside it, closing space in being-with (mitsein) the tree in 

language.  Being-in the tree breaks down the Cartesian subject-object duality. 
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content of your character is your choice. Day by day, what you choose, what you think and what 

you do is who you become" (Heraclitus 2000, 85). Heidegger reads into this fire-side scene the 

phenomenological 'event' (ereignis) of appropriating the uncanny thing springing into being 

(‘presencing’) within the clearing of our familiar abode, setting the stage for the 'origin of the 

work of art' and also the event of authentic learning as 'releasement' (gelassenheit) toward the 

Otherness of the pupil (see Bonnett 2002b). Heidegger (1977d, 235) thus envisions a new 

understanding of the ontological meaning of 'ethics', as that which "ponders the abode of man" -- 

humans being the ones who eksist (stand-out) and have as their primordial element the thinking 

of the truth of Being. Heidegger’s essay “Building Dwelling Thinking” (1977e) gives fuller 

expression to this creative relationship of meaningfully residing within language. 

 

Emerson (1901, 97) also invokes this humbling scene: "We should say with Heraclitus: 

'Come into this smoky cabin; God is here also: approve yourself to him'." The monotheistic 

reading better suits Christian theologians, for whom God is the gathering fire or Logos, the word 

over the water in Genesis.  Mark Wynn (2008, 58), equating God with language and world, talks 

about “the possibility that in knowing a particular place where this knowledge has an incredibly 

aesthetic dimension, we may thereby have knowledge of God.”   

 

And rather than say simply that in knowing God we have knowledge of the place which 

is the world (a formulation which seems to invite pantheism), we may prefer to say that 

in knowing God we have a knowledge of the genius of the place which is the world – 

where the notion of genius is used in its traditional sense, to signify a personification of 

the human meaning borne by a place, where this meaning is supra-individual, story-

constituted, agency-eliciting, and identity-conferring.  (Wynn 2008, 61) 

 

Developing these thoughts towards a theological ‘epistemology of place’, Wynne (2009, 27) “set 

out a kind of place‐based ‘spiritual’ practice,” seeking “the rootedness of a friendship in that 

practice.”  Here Wynn (2009, 23-24)
7
 also narrates his experience as an Oxford student, taken 

(during evensong but usually in silence) to the Cloister by his friend Edmund Cusik, Welsh poet 

and later professor of literature at Liverpool’s John Moore’s University).
8
   

 
The overwhelming sensation was one of stillness – no breeze could reach us here, nor the sound of any 

traffic, and the stones looked on motionless. Here we felt ourselves at the centre of a community centuries 

old – it was here that scholars in the 14th century and later would have come to collect themselves – before 

departing for the neighbouring spaces reserved for their communal life – of worship and dining and study. 

It was here that the significance of their lives in these other respects would have been scrutinized and set in 

due order. 

 

…here we were at its epicentre – but this too was a kind of liminal space, one set apart from ordinary 

experience, not now because of its openness + expansiveness, but because of the contraction and 

concentration of the structures of ordinary experience into an image of integration and a stillness that was 

                                                 
7
 Friendship and Relationship to Place (Wynn, 2009) 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=2ahUKEwiVsuCFt__eAhUK64MKHXscCmcQFjADegQ

IBxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Flibrary.stic.et%2Fdocuments%2F30479%2F518873%2FFaith%2Band%2BPlace%253B%2BAn%2BE

ssay%2Bin%2BEmbodied%2BReligious%2BEpistemology%2B-%2BMark%2BR.%2BWynn%2B2009.pdf%2F1e186728-752d-c23a-

5c90-d86f1f5d5d50%3Fversion%3D1.0%26download%3Dtrue&usg=AOvVaw1Q1KqTk0ZMy97t1p0S0yly 

 
8
 Cusik openly hugged trees on campus.  ‘This was Edmund’s Tree’. 

https://katyboo1.wordpress.com/2008/05/10/captains-log-supplemental-edmund-cusick-rip/ 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=2ahUKEwiVsuCFt__eAhUK64MKHXscCmcQFjADegQIBxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Flibrary.stic.et%2Fdocuments%2F30479%2F518873%2FFaith%2Band%2BPlace%253B%2BAn%2BEssay%2Bin%2BEmbodied%2BReligious%2BEpistemology%2B-%2BMark%2BR.%2BWynn%2B2009.pdf%2F1e186728-752d-c23a-5c90-d86f1f5d5d50%3Fversion%3D1.0%26download%3Dtrue&usg=AOvVaw1Q1KqTk0ZMy97t1p0S0yly
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=2ahUKEwiVsuCFt__eAhUK64MKHXscCmcQFjADegQIBxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Flibrary.stic.et%2Fdocuments%2F30479%2F518873%2FFaith%2Band%2BPlace%253B%2BAn%2BEssay%2Bin%2BEmbodied%2BReligious%2BEpistemology%2B-%2BMark%2BR.%2BWynn%2B2009.pdf%2F1e186728-752d-c23a-5c90-d86f1f5d5d50%3Fversion%3D1.0%26download%3Dtrue&usg=AOvVaw1Q1KqTk0ZMy97t1p0S0yly
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=2ahUKEwiVsuCFt__eAhUK64MKHXscCmcQFjADegQIBxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Flibrary.stic.et%2Fdocuments%2F30479%2F518873%2FFaith%2Band%2BPlace%253B%2BAn%2BEssay%2Bin%2BEmbodied%2BReligious%2BEpistemology%2B-%2BMark%2BR.%2BWynn%2B2009.pdf%2F1e186728-752d-c23a-5c90-d86f1f5d5d50%3Fversion%3D1.0%26download%3Dtrue&usg=AOvVaw1Q1KqTk0ZMy97t1p0S0yly
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=2ahUKEwiVsuCFt__eAhUK64MKHXscCmcQFjADegQIBxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Flibrary.stic.et%2Fdocuments%2F30479%2F518873%2FFaith%2Band%2BPlace%253B%2BAn%2BEssay%2Bin%2BEmbodied%2BReligious%2BEpistemology%2B-%2BMark%2BR.%2BWynn%2B2009.pdf%2F1e186728-752d-c23a-5c90-d86f1f5d5d50%3Fversion%3D1.0%26download%3Dtrue&usg=AOvVaw1Q1KqTk0ZMy97t1p0S0yly
https://katyboo1.wordpress.com/2008/05/10/captains-log-supplemental-edmund-cusick-rip/
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not mere stasis but the stillness‐in‐movement of the graceful lines that wound themselves sinuously around 

the stretch of lawn that stood at the centre of the cloister. If there was any doubt that this image was of an 

order deeper than any of merely human making this was dispelled by the tree, an evergreen oak, that stood 

in the corner of the cloister, spreading its branches across a region of bare earth. The tree too was 

motionless, always the same in appearance regardless of season, but stretching up into the night sky it 

brought the order + integration of this particular space, itself symbolic of the wider order of the University 

and surrounding city, into unity with a still wider, cosmological order that would gaze back at us from the 

night sky. Here we knew that this larger order was not one that we could encompass – even the siting of the 

tree off‐centre from the point of view of the humanly constructed symmetry of the cloister spoke of that – 

but it was one in which we could participate, and especially here at this still point not simply apart from but 

in and through all the bustle and hubbub of the city beyond. In notes to me Edmund would sign himself 

with the image of a tree like this  (very roughly!) and though I did not consciously rehearse the 

identification during our time in Oxford, at some level I am sure my image of Edmund and of the oak in 

New College cloister were mutually informing (it was Edmund after all who introduced me to the cloister, 

and whose gestures as much as his words set out its meaning) and that these images spoke of one and the 

same underlying reality – not itself directly conceptualizable but known in these moments of stillness, by 

gesture or ostensive definition, more than by speech. 

 

Harmonia Saille (2012), a modern English hedge-witch
9
, also advises on how to connect 

to nature, revelling in the communion of identity and place:  

    

A personal ‘sense of place’ is one in which we feel we belong and with which our 

identity is irrevocably tied. We have a deep attachment and connection to this place.  

 

Part of the feeling of a ‘sense of place’ is an awareness of the ‘spirit of place’. 
 

She also cites poet Edmund Cusick (“dear friend” to whom the book is dedicated) on connecting 

with forests.
10

 “See the landscape as Edmund saw it, and observe the absolute sense that it is no 

longer human territory. Lose yourself in the landscape” (5-6).  Saille offers a series of practices 

to aid in this alternate form of ‘embodied transcendence’: 
 

Exercise 
Shapeshift into nature by becoming what you see. See the tree and become it by slipping into 

it so that your legs and feet become the roots, your body the trunk and your head the 

branches. Feel and hear what is going on inside you, the sap rising, the insects burrowing, the 

wind swaying your branches and rustling your leaves. 

 

Her ontology is decidedly pagan: another form of overcoming the subject-object dualism through 

pantheist monism. 

 

All is sacred and one. There is no fundamental difference between the earth under your feet 

and the sacred place or site you visit — your ‘place’ is essentially every bit as important. You 

                                                 

9
 See Machielsen (2016) re:16

th
c. New College students with spell books (potions & alchemy). 

10
 http://wiccanrede.org/author/gast-auteur/ 

 

http://wiccanrede.org/author/gast-auteur/
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will feel the presence of the divine in the landscape of your ‘place’ and find it so much easier 

to connect out of doors than in. 

Exercise 
When visiting your ‘place’ either in actuality or in a visualization exercise, stop for a moment 

and see if any particular deity or nature spirit calls to you. Perhaps the ancestors are calling to 

you. Who is connected with this place? When you go to your place, make it a point to find 

out. Call to the mountains, the river, the meadows, call to the ancestors, the nature spirits and 

the gods and goddesses that belong there. There is spirit in all things, so at your place touch 

the rocks, trees, grass and plants (this could be in a garden or park), put your hands in the 

soil, touch and connect with the earth. 

Playing off the Hogwarts theme and diving deeply into mysterium tremendum et fascinans, it 

is helpful to remember with Richard Smith that we needn’t mystify these deeply felt experiences.  

Bonnett (2002a, 171) summarizes: 

 

He uses the term ‘attentiveness’ to denote that careful perception of things in which the 

demands of ‘the insistent, selfish ego’ are put aside, and in which we ‘exercise patience, 

determine to see things justly, and refuse the consolations of fantasy’ (Smith, 1998, p. 179). 

In such attentiveness the small contingent details of ordinary life and the natural world may 

be loved and respected. For Smith, this does not require a mystical neo-romantic merging of 

mind with nature, but involves a sense of the standards implicit in self- understanding and 

self-mastery, testing one’s actions against the internal goods of an activity and that which 

constitutes the genuine mutual flourishing of self and nature.  

 

Smith (2017) also reminds us that Wittgenstein embraced Longfellow's sentiment that "the gods 

are everywhere," making this 'his motto' (CV, p.34e). Wittgenstein confessed that the 

"elimination of magic" in metaphysical language (as in his own Tractatus) has itself  "the 

characteristic of magic" (RFGB, pp.116-117).  Unlike logical-positivists Carnap and Ayer, 

Wittgenstein (1979, 68) was willing to spare Heidegger from the bonfire.  

 

I can very well think what Heidegger meant about Being and Angst. Man has the drive to 

run up against the boundaries of language.... 

But the tendency to run up against shows something. The holy Augustine already knew 

this when he said: “What, you scoundrel, you would speak no nonsense?  Go ahead and 

speak nonsense – it doesn’t matter! 

 

Gadamer (1976) notes Wittgenstein’s proximity to Heidegger in seeing the strange 

(atopon/unheimlich) within the familiar realm, remarking: 

 

The aspects of things that are most important for us are hidden because of their simplicity 

and familiarity. (One is unable to notice something – because it is always before one’s 

eyes.) (PI §129)    

 

In ordinary, non-mystical experience we may find at times that our language fails us: something 

that happens when we try to articulate the ineffable aspects of places (see PI, pp.227-8).  Cavell 
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(2005, 201) aptly notes that "the Investigations portrays our lives (with their little outbreaks of 

madness) as something extraordinary, strange, in a sense unnatural," connecting this 

estrangement with "our cursed and blessed capacity for adaptation and conformity."
 
 

 

To possess criteria is also to possess the demonic power to strip them from ourselves, to turn 

language upon itself, to find that its criteria are, in relation to others, merely outer; in relation 

to certainty, simply blind; in relation to being able to go on with our concepts into new 

contexts, wholly ungrounded. (Cavell 2005, 205) 

 

 

4. Wittgenstein: learning to see ‘trees’ 

“I know what kind of tree that is. – It is a chestnut.” (OC §591) 

Following Bonnett’s (2002) call to move away from anthropocentric ontologies, I trace a 

line of thought not readily embraced within our PESGB community: found in Wittgenstein’s 

later writings, it takes us into more form of life, animal-like although not irrational ways of 

responding ‘sensibly’ or ‘reasonably’ (instead of rationally) to environments (see Moyal-

Sharrock 2004; Standish 2017).  This less cerebral, more primitive and material approach builds 

upon changes in action, altering routines of practice. Embracing Goethe’s motto, Wittgenstein 

saw action/reaction as avenues to change thinking (cf. LC, p.28; CV, p.17e):  

The origin and the primitive form of the language game is a reaction; only from this can 

more complicated forms develop. 

Language – I want to say – is a refinement, ‘in the beginning was the deed.’ (CV, p.31e) 

What is the primitive reaction with which the language-game begins – which can then be 

translated into these words? (PI, p. 218) 

To successfully address environmental problems, it seems obvious that we will need to instil new 

ways of going-on, seeing and talking about nature differently by building upon altered second-

nature reactions.  Seeing on Youtube (http://trashisfortossers.com/four-years-of-trash-one-jar-

whats-in-my/) the young woman who stores four year’s garbage in a Mason jar is exemplary, but 

the hortatory clip does not alter viewer reactions unless heeding the prompt to change routines: 

seeing viable alternatives to wasteful consumerism. Wittgenstein repeatedly referred to this as 

being ‘instinct’-like, including his own ‘instinct-actions’ of hitting a tree with his walking stick 

when furious (RFGB, p.139), or instantly recognizing pain in another’s facial expressions.   

Being sure that someone is in pain, doubting whether he is, and so on, are so many 

natural, instinctive, kinds of behaviour towards other human beings, and our language is 

merely an extension of this relation. Our language-game is an extension of primitive 

behaviour. (For our language-game is behaviour.) (Instinct) (Z §545; cf. Z §540-41)   

 

I really want to say that scruples in thinking begin with (have their roots in) instinct. Or 

again: a language-game does not have its origin in consideration. Consideration is part of 

http://trashisfortossers.com/four-years-of-trash-one-jar-whats-in-my/
http://trashisfortossers.com/four-years-of-trash-one-jar-whats-in-my/
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a language-game./ And that is why a concept is in its element within a language-game. (Z 

§391) 

 

The reference to instinct may be confusing, as Wittgenstein couples this word with training 

children in the use of words and the development of second-nature reactions instead of some 

kind of internally emergent capacity (nativism).   

 

A child is learning to use the word ‘tree’.  One stands with it in front of the tree and says 

“Lovely tree!” Clearly no doubt as to the tree’s existence comes into the language-game.  

(OC §480: cf. §§347-53)   

 

This doubt isn’t one of the doubts in our game.  (But not as if we chose this game!) (OC 

§317)  

 
 

Addressing radical epistemic scepticism, his point in §480 is that knowing the tree exists does 

not necessarily involve thinking about it, but was taken in during early linguistic training as 

inherited background, scaffolding, or hinge-propositions (OC §§94,211,343) for our seeing 

things and spontaneously reacting.   

 

Now I would like to regard the certainty not as something akin to hastiness or 

superficiality, but as a form of life. (That is badly expressed and probably badly thought 

as well.) 

(OC§358) 

 

But that means that I want to conceive it as something that lies beyond being justified or 

unjustified; as it were, as something animal. (OC §359) 

 

I want to regard man here as an animal; as a primitive being to which one grants instinct 

but not ratiocination. As a creature in a primitive state. (OC §475) 

 

Grounding seeing/regarding-as in our form of life is a Kantian argument-form (Taylor 

1995), where language becomes the a priori basis for perceiving and experiencing meaning.  For 

Wittgenstein (Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty and Foucault), it is the grammar of our language (its as-

structure, as Mulhall 1990 describes it) that ontologically construes or discursively makes up 

how we see or regard things and people.  The as-structure is not something we are formally 

taught, but acquire through initiate training and enculturation over the course of our early 

informal education. Non-human animals do not undergo this kind of intensive training, though 

there may be elements of ‘training’ into second natures that are also not merely instinctual 

(variant rounds in birdsong; Deleuze and Guatari 1987, ‘Music and Ritornello”).  Mulhall notes 

that Heidegger went astray with many environmentalists in proclaiming: 

 
The stone is worldless: the animal is poor in world; man is world-forming.  (Heidegger, 

1995, 42:177; in Mulhall 1995, 70) 

 

Not denying the world-inaugurating power of language, Mulhall (2005, 73) takes issue with this 

taxonomy.  
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[w]hilst the thesis that nonhuman animals lack the as-structure (and hence the possibility 

of language) is compelling in the case of moths, crabs, and lizards it is much less 

compelling when we consider dogs, chimpanzees, gorillas, and dolphins.  (Mulhall 2005, 

72). 

 

Mulhall sides with Alasdair McIntyre in concluding: “Too sharp a line is drawn between humans 

and non-human animals on the basis of second nature, on the basis of who has language and who 

does not.”  Wittgenstein does not directly address this problematic, but does suggest that 

language demarcates the familiar province of understanding: ‘If a lion could talk, we could not 

understand him’ (PI, p. 223).   

 

It is sometimes said that animals do not talk because they lack the mental capacity.  And 

this means: “they do not think, and that is why they do not talk.”  But – they simply do 

not talk. Or to put it better: they do not use language – if we accept the most primitive 

forms of language.  – Commanding, questioning, recounting, chatting, are as much a part 

of our natural history as walking, eating, drinking, playing. (PI §25)   

 

It takes a long time to initiate our own young into customary practices, and we could never train 

most animals into these language-games grounded in our form of life. ‘A child has much to learn 

before it can pretend. (A dog cannot be a hypocrite, but neither can he be sincere.)’ (PI, p. 229).  

In PI §250 he ponders: ‘Could one teach a dog to simulate pain?’ Conversely: ‘If a lion could 

talk, we could not understand him’ (PI, p. 223).  As in weighing almost imponderable evidence 

(PI p.228), Wittgenstein shows our ability to read pretence in facial expressions, also our shared 

‘certainty in judgments’, to be something more animally-reactive than rational.  But this points to 

our animality rather distancing us.  Noting that “An entire mythology is laid down in our 

language,” Wittgenstein also gestures toward the poetic in considering the human a “ceremonial 

animal" (RFGB, p.133). 

 

Opening the rule-following arguments in the Investigations at PI §142-44, Wittgenstein 

foreshadows the relevance of ‘normal learner reactions’ to matters of perception, where he later 

muses: “Could there be human beings lacking in the capacity to see something as something – 

and what would that be like?” (PI, p.213).  The ontological significance is that seeing something 

as something is based on our grammar: “Grammar tells us what kind of object anything is” (PI 

§373).   

Wittgenstein’s project here, as Mulhall shows (1990, 2001), is a continuation of Heidegger’s 

reconstruction of Western ontology in Being and Time, freeing us from the enthralling pictures 

of Plato’s essentialism and Descartes’ subject–object duality.  

 

Like everything metaphysical the harmony between thought and reality is to be found in 

the grammar of the language. (PG, p. 161)  

 

Essence is expressed by grammar. (PI §371) 

 

Here we see that the idea of ‘agreement with reality’ does not have any clear application. 

(OC §§214–215) 
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Much as we are trained to instantly see a fork as cutlery, bunnies as rabbits (PI, pp.194–5; see 

Genova 1995; Smeyers 2008), we come to see the world around us as it is mediated by the 

grammar of our language. Our habituation in language is what Wittgenstein alludes to through 

his rich concept of forms of life: ‘To imagine a language is to imagine a form of life’ (PI §19).  

 

 If language is to be a means of communication there must be agreement not only in 

definitions but also (queer as this may sound) in judgments. (PI §242; cf. OC §§124,128-

9) 

 

Not agreements in opinion but a “consensus of action: a consensus of doing the same thing, or 

reacting in the same way” (LFM, pp. 183–84).  Such complex patterns of behaving (a habitus) 

are not easily transmitted to learners, trying on novel ideas like playing dress-up.  If the teacher 

commands or suggests, “Now see the tree like this,” there is no guarantee that they can see the 

alternate aspect or new picture to which the teacher points (cf. Z §52: ordering understanding?).  

  

But doesn’t anything physical correspond to it? I do not deny that.  (And suppose it were 

merely our habituation to these concepts, to these language-games?  But I am not saying 

that it is so.)  If we teach a human being such-and-such a technique by means of 

examples – that he then proceeds like this and not that in a particular new case, or that in 

this case he gets stuck, and thus that this and not that is the ‘natural’ continuation for him: 

this of itself is an extremely important fact of nature. (Z §355) 

 

These agreements in judgment have to be embedded in a way of life, or in practices into which 

the young are initiated and enculturated over the course of their lives and for generations in terms 

of enduring traditions.  It takes over ten years for a child to master many of these basic 

techniques such that they become autonomic: as in concept acquisition and rule-following in 

learning languages, math and music notation.  Shared, embodied understandings are a part of our 

evolving ‘natural history’ and form of life (cf. PI, p. 226–8, 230), upon which we ‘find our feet’ 
with likeminded others (Z §390). Asking students to see nature anew is like saying “measure 

differently than the ways you were taught” (RFM I.146–151 on seemingly insane ways of 

measuring wood by area or effort).   

 

That’s our technique – we fix, we teach, our technique that way. If there 

is a discovery – it is that this is a valuable thing to do” (LFM, p.83). 

 
 

 

5. Wittgenstein on teaching aesthetic appreciation, applied to place-

based education: 
[Section under development and removed to stay under word count.] 
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